Love and Fury: A Memoir

An acclaimed author reflects on his
upbringing in a postWorld War II
blue-collar family and comes to terms with
the racism, sexism, and other toxic values
he inherited.Finalist for the 2014 New
England Book Award in Non-Fiction
Richard Hoffman sometimes felt as though
he had two fathers: the real one who raised
him and an imaginary version, one he
talked to on the phone, and one he talked to
in his head. Although Hoffman was always
close to the man, his father remained a
mystery, shrouded in a perplexing mix of
tenderness and rage. When his father
receives a terminal cancer diagnosis,
Hoffman confronts the depths and
limitations of their lifelong struggle to
know each other, weighing their
differences and coming to understand that
their yearning and puzzlement was mutual.
With familial relationships at its center,
Love & Fury draws connections between
past and present, from the authors
grandfather, a breaker boy sent down into
the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania at the
age of ten, to his young grandson, whose
father is among the estimated one million
young black men incarcerated today. In a
critique of culture and of self, Hoffman
grapples with the way we have absorbed
and incorporated the compelling imagery
of post WWII America and its values,
especially regarding class, war, women,
race, masculinity, violence, divinity, and
wealth. A masterful memoirist, Hoffman
writes not only to tell a gripping story but
also to understand, through his family, the
social and ethical contours of American
life. At the books core are the authors
questions about boyhood, fatherhood, and
grandfatherhood, and about the changing
meaning of what it means to be a good man
in America, now and into the future.

Richard Hoffman is the author of Love & Fury, a memoir about the knotted ties of family and forgiveness. He joins us
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today to discuss theAn acclaimed author reflects on his upbringing in a postWorld War II blue-collar family and comes
to terms with the racism, sexism, and other toxic values heEditorial Reviews. From Booklist. The best memoirs
transform seemingly ordinary lives into page-turning tales and make sense of unusual circumstances.Love and Fury: A
Memoir. Filesize: 4.07 MB. Reviews. This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got
read. Its been written in anBuy a cheap copy of Love and Fury: A Memoir book by Richard Hoffman. Free shipping
over $10.Love and Fury: A Memoir [Richard Hoffman] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. An acclaimed
author reflects on his upbringing in aBest books like Love and Fury: A Memoir : #1 A Writers Life #2 Bill Graham
Presents: My Life Inside Rock And Out #3 Prison Baby: A Memoir #4 The Pornogr Love and Fury. A Memoir. Author:
Richard Hoffman. Description Praise and Reviews Excerpt On Our Blog Media Coverage Video ReadingLove & Fury :
a memoir, Richard Hoffman Love & Fury tells a story that comprises five generations of an American family,
examining the continuing impact ofHarvard Book Store welcomes author and Senior Writer in Residence at Emerson
College RICHARD HOFFMAN for a discussion of his memoir Love & Fury.Fury is the story of a girl who has just
moved to America from England to escape the heartache of the love of her life eventually finding a new one. She is
coping - 5 min - Uploaded by Beacon PressOn April 28, 2014, Richard Hoffman came to our former headquarters on
Beacon Hill to read a Description. An acclaimed author reflects on his upbringing in a post-World War II blue-collar
family and comes to terms with the racism, sexism, Love and Fury. A Memoir. Author: Richard Hoffman. Description
Praise and Reviews Excerpt On Our Blog Media Coverage Video Reading In his new memoir Love & Fury, acclaimed
poet and writer Richard Hoffman reflects on his upbringing in a post-World War II blue-collar family,Love and Fury: A
Memoir. Filesize: 8.05 MB. Reviews. Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50
percent of your ebook.[PDF] Love and Fury: A Memoir (Hardback). Love and Fury: A Memoir (Hardback). Book
Review. The very best publication i possibly read. it was writtern very As a writer of poems, stories and a previous
memoir (Half the House, 1996), and as someone who has been teaching writers for nearly twentyLove and Fury has 66
ratings and 22 reviews. Dewitt said: Heartbreaking in its drama and acute in its cultural analysis, Hoffmans searching
memoir explo The Paperback of the Love and Fury: A Memoir by Richard Hoffman at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more!Love and Fury. A Memoir. A Memoir. A Memoir. By Richard Hoffman With familial
relationships at its center, Love & Fury draws connections between past and Love and Fury: A Memoir, Beacon Press,
2014. Inherited Values Amos Lassen Richard Hoffman tells quite a story about his family but he alsoBuy Love and
Fury: A Memoir Reprint by Hoffman (ISBN: 9780807042809) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
delivery on eligible orders.
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